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Foreign country

Switzerland
International Association Exchange Students Technical Experience
Our offer

Paid internships
Reserved placements
Application support
Administrative assistance
Integration facilitation
"IAESTE Switzerland helped me a lot to organize the stay and with a visa for Australia... The advantages through this organization were beneficial for example having a pick up at the first arrival or social events organized from IAESTE Australia and meeting other students from the organization"

Yvonne J. 2020
Conditions for participation

**Age**
between 19 and 30 years old

**Student status**
Enrolled at a Swiss university + Completed 4 semesters

**Duration**
Internship for 6 weeks to 12 months
How to apply
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You will meet a lot of people, from different backgrounds and diverse cultures. You will have to wander out of your comfort zone, but by doing so, you will mature, learn a lot, and you will end up with an enriching experience.

Eric R. 2022
Receive more information here

Questions?

Contact Hannah to get more info

outgoing@iaeste.ch
043 244 95 07
www.iaeste.ch